
Thank you Sydney!
Congratulations to inner Sydney communities for your strong  
leadership and support for marriage equality. Inner Sydney is  
where LGBTI activism in Australia began and it has always been  
a welcoming place for LGBTI people. 

It is unfortunate that the federal government forced us to go  
through an unnecessary survey on a straightforward matter that  
the parliament can deal with. Notwithstanding it has been heartening  
to see residents, families, councils and businesses across the 
electorate get behind equality and a fair go for all. 

Shops and homes were covered in “Vote YES” posters and rainbow 
flags; 30,000 attended the September rally; the City of Sydney held a 
BBQ, provided space for the Equality Shop and put up street banners; 
and there was a street party with John Paul Young, Rickee-Lee,  
Alfie Arcuri and Peking Duk. While some have differing views, people 
I’ve met doorknocking and at street stalls have been so supportive.

My Matter of Public Importance debate in the NSW Parliament  
got strong support across the political spectrum and the Premier  
told marriage equality supporters at a fundraiser in Parliament  
that she would choose “yes”, questioning why anyone should  
be “treated differently under the law”. 

We have done our job campaigning long and hard and now it’s  
time for the Federal Parliament to get on with voting through a  
fair bill ASAP.
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REGULATING SHORT TERM LETS   
Homes should not be converted entirely  
into holiday houses and my submission on the 
government’s options paper supported restricting  
short term lets to when a host is present or brief  
periods when residents are away. I continue to  
call for owner corporations to have the power  
to ban short term letting in buildings. 

POWERHOUSE’S FUTURE  
We still don’t know the Powerhouse’s future.  
The government says collections will move to  
Parramatta with “part of” the Ultimo site to retain  
a “cultural purpose”. This could mean keeping  
some of the collection where it is, in line with the  
museum’s 2020 vision, but there’s no guarantee. 
Selling part of the site to a developer has not  
been ruled out.

ILLEGAL POSTERS 
Illegal posters look ugly, create litter and  
waste council cleaning resources. Current laws  
only allow prosecution of the person putting up  
the poster, not promoters and producers, making 
enforcement ineffective. Despite numerous requests,  
the government still hasn’t reformed the law and  
I again asked the Attorney General for action. 

TENANCY REFORM  
I co-hosted a Parliamentary briefing with the  
Greens and Labor on tenancy law reform. Advocacy 
organisations and tenants showed how no grounds 
terminations hide the eviction of tenants who pursue 
their rights. The law should provide landlords a wide  
range of reasons to evict a tenant while excluding 
unfair evictions. 

Sydneysiders support marriage equality Visiting the PUG Men’s Shed
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END OF LIFE COMPASSION NEEDED 
The Hon. Trevor Khan introduced the Voluntary Assisted Dying Bill in the 
Legislative Council for the NSW Parliamentary Working Group on Assisted 
Dying, of which I’m proud to be part. Our bill will help people who are terminally 
ill and experiencing significant pain and suffering get assistance to speed up 
their death at the end of their life. It is based on the conservative Oregon model 
that has been in place unchanged for 20 years and has not resulted in abuse 
or reduced palliative care funding, or eroded patient-doctor relationships. The 
bill is about compassion and has strong safeguards including oversight of all 
deaths by a Voluntary Assisted Death Review Board and the coroner, plus 
judicial review.  
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Speaking up for cyclistsDiscussing the Voluntary Assisted Dying Bill 
with working group colleagues

LOCAL DEMOCRACY  
FURTHER WEAKENED 
I opposed new laws that remove  
development decisions from democratically 
elected councils in Sydney and Wollongong 
to hand them to planning panels stacked 
with ministerial appointees. Government 
claims that the bill is about “preventing 
corruption” are dishonest because panel 
members are not elected by or answerable 
to the community and will make decisions 
behind closed doors. Changes are really 
about fast tracking approvals. 

MEDICINAL CANNABIS  
LAWS TOO RESTRICTIVE 
The government’s cannabis scheme 
provides no guarantees that very sick 
people can get the best treatment they 
need: many serious conditions are 
excluded, patients and carers risk being 
charged and there is no provision for 
supply. I supported a Labor bill for a 
scheme that would ensure people with 
a terminal illness or a serious medical 
condition can access cannabis products 
without criminal liability. Cannabis can 
reduce pain, nausea, muscle spasms and 
seizures, and boost hunger. The risks are 
low and the government’s overly cautious 
approach supports unnecessary suffering.

SEXUAL HEALTH NOT  
A CRIMINAL MATTER
People who don’t know their STI status 
are the most likely to spread an infection; 
our high testing rates reduce transmission. 
I welcomed new laws that replace the 
requirement to disclose one’s STI status 
with a requirement to take precautions not 
to infect others: NSW is the only state with 
disclosure laws and they discourage testing. 
But the government also made it a criminal 
offence for someone with an STI not to 
practice safe sex, with massive penalties of 
up to six months in jail. Most STIs are easily 
treated and the threat of criminal sanctions 
could return us to a time when people are  
too scared to get tested.  I successfully 
moved amendments to bring forward review 
of these provisions so that any impact on 
testing rates is picked up early. 

FROM PARLIAMENT
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SOCIAL CLEANSING MARTIN PLACE  
Laws were pushed through Parliament to give police power to move homeless 
people from Martin Place, confiscate their belongings, and fine them $225 
even if they are not causing a safety risk. I opposed this mean spirited bill. The 
solution to the “uncomfortable” sight of vulnerable people sleeping rough is to 
provide permanent, low-cost housing and support – not hide and punish them! 

Housing is a state government matter yet the government tried to blame council, 
which has no power to move people on. I will continue to call for new social 
housing and oppose inner city sell-offs.

Tent city at Martin Place being dismantled



 

UNSAFE CLADDING 
The Grenfell Tower fire raised questions 
about safe building practices across the 
world. Fair Trading identified 1,041 NSW 
residential buildings that could have similar 
dangerous cladding and has asked building 
owners to engage a fire expert to check. I 
asked the minister: who will be responsible 
for repairs if unsafe cladding is identified 
and statutory warranties have ended. 
Successive governments have allowed 
dodgy building practices to fast track 
development, with owners left paying  
the costs.

SCG REDEVELOPMENT 
A full scale redevelopment of Allianz 
Stadium could see the SCG creep beyond 
its boundary and use the parklands as a 
construction site. There is a long history 
of successive governments giving the 
SCG what it wants at the expense of 
community open space needs and both 
the government and opposition opposed 
my bill to remove exemptions that allow 
the SCG to build without a development 
application. A refurb of the stadium would 
address concerns raised about ageing 
and out-of-date facilities and my questions 
in Parliament push for an open and 
transparent process to determine  
the state’s stadia future.  

CYCLING BOOST NEEDED 
Despite cycling’s congestion reduction, 
health and environmental benefits, the 
government is not delivering needed 
cycling infrastructure. Instead it boosted 
cycling offence penalties and cycling  
rates have decreased. 

I asked the transport minister to provide  
a safe direct cycling route from the east to 
the planned Cleveland Street high school. 
Key access roads like Chalmers, Elizabeth, 
Lee and Regent streets are high risk for 
young riders. I asked for an extension 
to the William/Park streets separated 
cycleway, which dangerously stops at 
Elizabeth Street. Following much lobbying, 
I welcome the government commitment to 
fix the Sydney Harbour Bridge cycleway, 
which puts cyclists and pedestrians in 
conflict, especially around Fort Street Public 
School and has inaccessible steps north  
of the bridge.

…BETRAYAL BEGINS AT 3 BANK STREET
The government reneged on its promise to transform Bank Street into a public 
recreation destination and plans to relocate the Blackwattle Bay charter boat 
mooring facility there, covering the site with shipping containers, a demountable 
building, rubbish bins, gas bottles and a sewage pump out facility. The small 
parcel of open space and timber floating walkway proposed are token and will be 
unpleasant. Ships will come and go until 1am, causing noise and impacting on 
passive boating activities. 

There was community support for the Sydney Heritage Fleet with workshop 
and public museum on the site. The new proposal is for 10 years while the new 
fish market is built at the head of Blackwattle Bay but there is no guarantee 
that it will not continue. This proposal betrays past community and stakeholder 
studies supporting public recreation and access, and my submission asked the 
government to reject it.
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POOR BAYS PRECINCT PLANNING...
I continue to call for proper engagement with the local community and open 
and transparent planning to ensure the Bays Precinct is a great place to live 
and work and does not impact on surrounding communities. Thousands of 
new residents are expected but the government has not released demographic 
information or carried out traffic, transport or social infrastructure plans. Darling 
Harbour’s access failings are a classic example of planners ignoring community 
concerns. In Parliament I again asked the government to provide a single point 
of contact for the community to provide information, address concerns and 
coordinate plans across the area.

Sprawling SCG ambitions continueFixing unsafe cladding should not be 
owners’ responsibility

Surrounding communities  
deserve consultation on the  
Bays Precinct’s future
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SIRIUS HERITAGE FAIL
The Land and Environment Court ruled that the former minister’s decision not 
to list the iconic Sirius building on the heritage register on “financial hardship” 
grounds was unlawful. But the current minister has now made the same decision 
– on new grounds – ignoring the Heritage Council, National Trust and Australian 
Institute of Architects. Sadly another culturally significant public asset will be 
flogged off to a developer. I congratulate the Save Our Sirius Foundation and EDO 
for exposing the government’s pathetic conservation approach.

COORDINATING NIGHT WORKS 
Inner city residents often suffer from intrusive night noise because RMS vetoes 
road excavations in the day. Residents are sometimes not even notified and 
don’t know where to complain. I’ve asked the Minister for Innovation and Better 
Regulation to support the online IWORCS platform, which coordinates RMS, 
water, gas, electricity, telecommunications and council projects so that they can 
happen at once and give residents one place to get information. 

ADVOCACY STILL NEEDED IN NDIS 
The National Disability Insurance Scheme has begun across the Sydney electorate, 
with St Vincent de Paul coordinators meeting consumers to develop individual 
plans that lead to funding. Vulnerable people with disability need an advocate 
to ensure their plans meet their needs but it is not clear if the NDIS will support 
independent advocacy. I’ve repeatedly asked the NSW Government to continue 
funding advocacy services beyond 1 July 2018.

RETIREMENT VILLAGE PROTECTIONS
Some profit driven retirement village providers are causing residents hardship. 
Standard contract terms help residents compare deals but don’t ban unfair terms 
or help residents under contracts that began after October 2013. In response to 
my questions in Parliament the government says residents in unfair contracts can 
get assistance from NSW Fair Trading and the Seniors Rights Service, or seek 
an order in NCAT or the Supreme Court. I welcome the new online calculator, 
improved rules around fee transparency and greater enforcement.

URBAN BIODIVERSITY NEEDS PROTECTION
Green open space, trees and bushland are essential to a city’s health, liveability, 
attractiveness and sustainability, but protections are being eroded to make 
it easier to clear urban land. The SOS Green Spaces campaign has identified 
80 sites of bush and parklands in Sydney and surrounds that are under threat 
from development. In Parliament I opposed urban clearing laws and called for 
stronger protections for the green space left. Get involved in the campaign at  
www.tec.org.au/sos_green_spaces.  

MARINE PARK PARKED
The minister’s positive words about the harbour’s importance in response to 
my request in Parliament for a Sydney Marine Park won’t save our declining 
biodiversity and fish stocks. Marine protections under this government have 
stalled and adding Sydney Harbour to the marine estate would help us meet 
international obligations.

Outside the Land and Environment Court for Sirius

Coordinating night works can reduce  
noise and disruptions

Cross party MPs call for continued NDIS advocacy

Green spaces are essential for a healthy, liveable city

Beautiful Sydney Harbour needs the protection  
of marine park status
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